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Edward Porter provided the following comments on the options 
for the development of the Cape Roger Curtis Lands: 
! Phased Sustainable Neighbourhood Plan Option One – intent 

was to zone all lands with Phase One  including 224 single 
family lots varying in size from one eighth to a half acre. 
Plus a 20% dedication to multi family above the 224 .  .  

! Partial Neighbourhood Plan Option Two - partial rezoning of 
Phase One property with remaining lands to keep the current 
10 acre zoning for the 400 remaining acres; 

! OCP + Subdivision Plan Option Three – limit at 224 units; 
! Affordable Housing Challenge - receiving mixed signals so 

want to hear from the Affordable Working Group even at a 
larger scale than the specifics of these options as presented.   

 
Jason Smith, Planner noted that Tim Wake would be discussing 
with the Cape Roger Curtis Planning team on how to make 
affordable housing happen and enhance their plan. 
 
The Working Group, staff and the Affordable Housing Consultant 
raised the following issues, which were replied to by members of 
the Cape Roger Curtis Planning team as follows: 

1. Senior Housing – what is the vision?  Eanson Ho:   set 
aside 5 acres for senior’s retirement housing/ market 
housing with different level of care   Affordability and 
who lives there has not been considered. We would need 
a survey regarding what Islanders want. 

2. Senior Housing - has there been discussions regarding 
Government purchase of rooms?  Eanson: we have not 
spent time but fairly sure that this is a possibility; 

3. Affordable Housing – the Community needs affordable 
housing now with some rental housing and houses that 
are affordable in perpetuity –Eanson from that 
perspective we need this groups guidance and what are 
the expectations. We need your direction. The Plan is to 
get to the crossroads could be 3-5 years.  Units for live- 
work could be looked at once roads are there. Then look 
at the market place for the demand. Edward Porter: 
Master plan effort is to secure the potential for uses in 
the future  such as multi family, seniors, school site; 

4. Housing Market – who is your market and more 
specifically how much coming from off island? Eanson: 
we have a mixture of lot sizes to meet a mixture of needs. 
Edward: lot sizes can shift depending on need.  Testing 
the market for multi family Plan has been considered 
based on the understanding single family lots will sell  
The challenge is to find a mix that will be feasible 

5. Do you have concerns regarding second home ownership 



here and how it would impact the neighbourhood? 
Eanson: we are not aiming at part time ownership here. 
How to control don’t know; 

6. Housing Needs Assessment done in 2007 would it be 
presumptuous or impossible that the development be built 
according to the need for housing on the Island? Is it 
reasonable as a guiding document? Eanson: yes and no. 
The no is infrastructure costs as a margin of units has to 
pay for the roads, sewage treatment plants and 
reservoirs. Yes if they are selling.  

7. The term “affordable” - single family units building a 
range that is affordable for 80% of the population.  What 
are you prepared to do to go beyond what you are 
presenting here as none of this housing would be 
affordable? What kind of exploration of models in other 
communities or discussion are you willing to have with 
this community over possibilities that you may not have 
considered to help Bowen Island solve its housing crisis? 
Edward: the intent was to talk about range of lot sizes. 
Trying to make houses smaller so they are attainable; 

8. Market-affordable category - what is emerging in many 
communities is non market housing that is brought in at 
an affordable level for moderate income families  The 
price is set for what we can built it for and that number is 
capped over time and no big equity gain over time. So 
have you contemplated some of that? Eanson: we have 
not set out to design an affordable  community but a 
diverse mixed use, mixed size community  with smaller 
houses; 

9. Any explorations for tenure type co housing, rental?  
Edward would like to talk about that. Brett:  what 
Edward is saying is there is still a lot of flexibility here 
whether it be  the Langford Model  or others regarding 
how best to attack affordability 

10.  The Municipality is in the process of developing an  
affordable housing policy. Typically a Municipality 
wants to get as first priority affordable housing units. If 
those units are not achievable, then look at a land 
dedication. Eanson:  the land is 30% of 630 acres and we 
would ask the Group to keep that perspective for all 
housing. The Group has to look at how to generate funds 
for affordable housing for the developer; 

11.  The validity of densifying the west side of the Island in 
terms of housing. Costs are less nearer amenities and 
public transit. Would you be willing to consider working 
in a larger framework, sites in the Cove for density 
transfer for some affordable housing?  Eanson: would 
like to hear how it could be done equitably efficiently? I 
don’t have experience in density transfer and will discuss 
with the Affordable Housing Consultant and seek 



direction on how it could work; 
12. An inn and affordable housing for staff?  Eanson and 

Edward: sounds like a good idea; 
13. Phase Two - How do you characterize it?   Edward 500 

single family for total build out and security of revenue 
and multi family in addition to that.  The intent of the 
plan is a mixture of housing types. Eanson: to pay for 
infrastructure we are looking at 500 units. 

  
Next Steps Jason Smith, Planner noted that there would be second large 

group meeting before the Planning Department assembled 
comments from the various groups. 
It was noted that based on the Cape Roger Curtis options as 
presented there was no affordable component as per the Working 
Group’s terms of reference.   
 
It was Moved and Seconded 
That the Affordable Housing Working Group  request the 
following items/issues be considered in considering land use 
options for the Cape Roger Curtis Development: 
a. That the Affordable Housing Working Group endorse the 

principle that any Cape Roger Curtis project include a 
percentage of affordable housing; 

b. That the Affordable Housing Working Group endorse the 
idea of the Affordable Housing Consultant working with the 
developer to explore possibilities and a concept to come 
forward; and 

c. That those discussion take into account: 
i. the need for a long term project 25 -40 years in order not 

to prejudice future generations 
ii. the location of where affordable housing might be  

needed; 
d. That the Needs Assessment and Housing Strategy be a 

guiding document; and 
e. That subsequent updating and revision of the Needs 

Assessment document, to adjust to future needs be taken into 
consideration; and 

f. That employee housing for businesses in the proposed 
community be factored in.                               CARRIED   

 


